Multi-parallax views synthesis for three-dimensional light-field display using unsupervised CNN.
Multi-view applications have been used in a wide range, especially Three-Dimensional (3D) display. Since capturing dense multiple views for 3D light-field display is still a difficult work, view synthesis becomes an accessible way. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) has been used to synthesize new views of the scene. However, training targets are sometimes difficult to obtain, and it views are very difficult to synthesize at arbitrary positions. Here, an unsupervised network of Multi-Parallax View Net (MPVN) is proposed, which can synthesize multi-parallax views for 3D light-field display. Existing parallax views are re-projected to the target position to build input towers. The network is operated on these towers, and outputs a color tower and a selection tower. These two towers yield the final output image by per-pixel weight summing. MPVN adopts end-to-end unsupervised training to minimize prediction errors at existing positions. It can predict virtual views at any parallax position between existing views in a high quality. Experimental results demonstrate the validation of our proposed network, and SSIM of synthetic views are mostly over 0.95. We believe that this method can effectively provide enough views for 3D light-field display in the future work.